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Suppose T is not superstable, T E TI (both first-order theories). If A > ITI1 is regular or strong
limit, we construct 2” non-isomorphic, pairwise L,,, -equivalent models of T of power A, which
are reducts of models of TI. Note, however, that the proof applies to the class of models of
T, T (superstable but) with dop or otop and even to appropriate non-elementary classes as
well.

0. Introduction
This paper has a place in two lines of research: existence of L,,*-equivalent
non-isomorphic models of power A and classification theory.
On the history of construction of L.+- equivalent, non-isomorphic models of
power

A, see e.g.,

[II, [31, 171,181.

In the mid-seventies some people became interested in building such models
for specific theories and have gotten some results (Nadel, Stavi, Macintyre).
In [8] we have announced the solution for any non-superstable T (and for such
pseudo-elementary
classes).
Our main result is: (The unexplained notions are defined in 1.2A.)
0.1. Theorem. Suppose L G L1 are vocabularies, and for every Z E K,U: (see
Dejnition 1.2) EM1(Z, @) is an L,-model, which is the Skolem-hull of &ta,,
(6, : r~E Z) is indiscernible in EM’(Z, @) (see Definition 1.1). Suppose further that
&,(3, jj) are formulas in the vocabulary L (not necessarily first-order), and for
n E P’,, Y E P’, we have: EM1(Z, @) F @,pC,,j[&V,
d,,] ifs Y < n.
Then for every A > IL11, A. regular or strong limit, there are 2A models of the
form EM’(Z, @), IZI= A, (L&A -equivalent, but with non-isomorphic L-reducts in
pairs.

Remark. Of course, we got many index models Z, of cardinality A.which are quite
similar, but {EM(Z,, @): a} are pairwise non-isomorphic. We can combine the
proofs here with those of [6] demanding on the Ia’s conditions as there. A
consequence is getting many pairwise non-elementarily embeddable such models.
As an example

look

at the class of separable

abelian p-groups.
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EM(Z, @) (for Z E Kg) as the abelian group freely generated by x,, (n E P:,,,,,
lg(n) < w) and x; (r] E P’,, IZ< o), except the relations xt -px”,” =x, In when
q E P’, (so, informally, x; = CkSnpk-“x 11I k). There is no problem to define
L1, @.
We can conclude that there are 2’, Lm,*-equivalent non-isomorphic separable
abelian p-groups of power A. On this see [6], [9]. [Note that, as mentioned in [9,
p. 2441 by the general results of [S, Ch. VIII, 021 for A>K, there are 2A
non-isomorphic separable abelian p-groups of power A.)
If we want that no one (group from the family) is embeddable into another (not
just not-purely embeddable) see [6, p. 106, Remark 21, and we can combine this
with the L+-equivalence.
Note. For the regular case we also use a construction of a linear order (see
Appendix) which is a variant of the one from [2, $31 due to Galvin and Laver.
Let us now turn to classification theory. It is reasonable to say that if there are
models of T of power A, L+ -equivalent but not isomorphic, then T has no good
structure theorem. For the possible invariants distinguishing the two models
cannot have a simple definition (see a discussion in [lo]), we now can prove
0.2. Main Conclusion. Let K be the class of models of T which are reducts of
models of T,, T complete in L, T E TI. Then in K there are 2’ pairwise
non-isomorphic,
L,,*-equivalent
models of power A for every A > ITI1 which is
regular or strong limit if at least one of the following holds:
(a) T not superstable.
(b) TI = T, and T has the dop (see [ll, Definition X2.11).
(c) TI = T, T countable and T has the otop (see [ll, Definition XII 4.11).
This clearly includes many examples, but more important is that for countable
superstable T without the
dop nor the otop and h > 2Koany two L,,* -equivalent models of T power A. are
isomorphic (and we can even weaken the logic).
TI = T it is best possible: by [ll, XIII 1.11 for countable

Proof of 0.1. We apply 2.10 for A regular, 3.1 for il strong limit.
Proof of 0.2. We use 0.1. For case (a) its assumption holds by 1.3. For cases
(b), (c) we have to replace 1.3 by parallel theorems,
and they are
[ll, X, Fact 2SA], [ll, XII, the proof of 6.1(l)], respectively.
Notation. Bar means a finite sequence, S E Z means S = (so, . . . ), so, . . . E I.
tpd(d, B, M) = {$(X, &) : 6 E M, M k.$[ri, 61, @(if, J) E A, 6 E B}.
For A the set of atomic formulas of L(M) we write ‘at’; for A the set of basic
( = atomic or negation of atomic) formulas of L(M) we write ‘bs’.
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Let L denote a vocabulary (i.e., a set of predicates and function symbols). So
an L-model M is a universe IM( and interpretation of the predicates and function
symbols of L as relations and functions on (MI.
1. Preliminaries

We review here some of the necessary material we shall use. Recall from [5,
Ch. VII, Definitions 2.4, 2.6, p. 3931:
1.1. Definition. We define generalized
EM-models
(EM for EhrenfeuchtMostowski).
Let K be a class of models we call the index models and we denote its members
by I, J. Let L c L’ be vocabularies.
For Z E K we say that (&:s E Z) is indiscernible in M, if, (denoting d(,,...,,~_,) =
li&i/.
. ‘^a,“_, ) for every i, i E .Z realizing the same atomic type in I, &,5,
realize the same type in M. If L’ is a vocabulary, L G L’, Qi a function with
domain including {tpat(S, 0, M’) = S E Z}, and Z E K, we let M1 = EM’(Z, @) be an
L’model generated by Use1 iis such that tpat(iis, 0, M’) = @(tp&, 0, I)).
We say @ is proper for K if for every Z E K, EM’(Z, @) is well defined.
Let EM(Z, @) be the L-reduct
EM’(Z, @).

of

Remark. The case we have in mind is T a complete theory in L, Tl a complete
theory in L’ extending T and having Skolem function, EM’(Z, @) a model of TI.

Let K,, be the class of linear orders.
We shall write Kg for the class of trees with (o + 1) levels (see 1.2A).

1.2. Definition.

Let Kg be the class of models isomorphic to some (A, C,
P,,, < , Iz),<~ where A c maZ for some linear order Z and:
(1) A is closed under initial segments.
(2) C denotes the initial segment relation; h(n, Y) is the maximal common
initial segment of n and Y.
(3) P, = (77 e A: lg(7)) = 11).
is UqEA(< 1Sum),
(i.e., x <y -+ 3 [x,yESucA(rl)land
(4) <
< r Sue,(q) is a linear order n h (x) < n * (y) iff Zl=x <y, where Sue,(n) =
{v~a:qCvand
lg(v)=lg(n)+l}.
1.2A.

Definition.

The partial order < extends naturally to the lexicographical order on A. (We
will not distinguish strictly between < and the lexicographical order.)
For 7 E Z E Kg, lg(q) is the unique n <
- o such that Z F P,[q], and n r n (where
n < o) is the unique Y, Z b P,(Y) A v C n.
We identify such A c”‘Z with the model (A, C, P,,, <, h),,,
and call it
standard.
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1.3. Theorem. Suppose

L E L’,

T a complete

(first-order)

theory in L,

q

a

complete theory in L’ with Skolem function and T E T1. Suppose further T is not
superstable and c#&, j$) (n < CO)witnesses this (see [5, II, 3.14, p. 52; 3.9, p. 461).
Then there is a @, proper for Kg such that for every I E Kg, EM’(I, @) is a
model of T,, and for 7 E Pft, Y E P’,, EM’(I, @) It &(iz,, ti,,) iff I Crr] C Y.

Proof. See [5, VII 3.5(2), VII 3.6(2)].
By a theorem of Karp (see Dickman [l]):
1.4. Theorem. (1) The L-models

M,N

are L,,A-equivalent

empty family 9 of functions such that:
(a) Each f E 9 is a partial isomorphism
function from

Dam(f)

iff there is a non-

from M to N (i.e., f is a one-to-one

E M into N) and for every a E Dam(f),

tpat(Z, 0, M) =

%(f

(a), 0, M).
(b) For every A E M, IAl < A. and f E 9 there is g E 9 extending f such that
A c Dam(f).
(c) For every A E N, IAl < A. and f E 9 there is g E 9 extending f such that
A E Rang(f).
(2) In such case we say 9 exemplifies M,N are L,+-equivalent.

1.5. Lemma. If I,.I are L,,*-equivalent,

then so are EM(I, @), EM(J, @).

Proof. Let 9 exemplify IJ are L.+ -equivalent by 1.4. For each f E 9 we define
f *: it is a function whose domain is {t(a,,, . . . , ~,~) :sl, . . . , s, E Dam(f), r is an
L,-term} and f *(t(i&, . , . , i&J) = ~(ti~~~,~,. . . , Efcs,,). It is easy to check that
{f * :f E S} is as required.
1.6. Definition. Is,.I for I,J from KE means: I is a submodel
r~e&if(V/<w)r~
]leI,
thennEI.
1.7. Claim. Suppose Is,.I

(both in KP;‘, see Definition 2.6(2)),

of J and for

@ proper for K,“:

and :
(*)

Forevery

r] EI-PL,

and countable A E Suet(q) and distinct yl, . . . , vk E

Suc,( q) - A there are distinct VI, . . . , Y; E Suc,( 7) - A such that

(* * )

For every 7 E I - P’,, (3~ E P’,) [n < Y] and Suct( n) is infinite.

Then for every countable set of L,-formulas p = {ly,(Z, 6,) : i < w} where
6, E EM’(I, @), ifp is realized in EM’(J, @), then p is realized in EM’(I, a).

Proof. Easy.
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p E (lJiCo ?ji)}

Proof. Easy.
1.9. Definition. Let A be an uncountable regular cardinal.
(1) A is a A-representation of A if A = (A, : cc< A), A, increasing continuous
in (Y, IA,) < A and A = LJoCl A,. So a I-representation
of M is a A-representation
of IMI (the universe of the model) but we write i@ = (M, : a < A).
(2) A function F is DA-invariant (function) (D, is the filter of closed unbounded
subsets of 3L)if its domain is a class of A-representations and
(a) for every A-representation
&f, F(M) is a subset of il and for A
representations fi’, &12of M, F(ti’) = F(fi2) mod DA, and
(b) if 2)-;‘,M2 are representations of M’, M2 resp., models of power A which
are isomorphic, then F(fi’) = F(it?f2)mod DA.
(3) For F DA-invariant, F(M) is F(A?)/D, for every (= some) A-representation
&fofM.
1.10. Definition. (1) For a h-representation

fi let (on splitting see below)

Sp(ti) = (6 < A: 6 limit, and for some ii E lJntl
tp(& M6, M) split over MB}.

M, for every /3 < 6

(2) S~~~,~,(i%?;l)
= {S < 3L:6 limit, and for some ii E lJarci M, for every /3 < 6
the type tp,,(ii, Mb, M) (A,, A,)-splits over M,}.
l.lOA. Remark. (1) Sp is DA-invariant (when A.= cf il > X,).
(2) On splitting see [5, I Section 21. We say tpdl(u, B, M) (A,, A,)-splits over
Ac M (where
rSE M, B c M) if for some &, h2e B, tp&&,A,
M)=
tpd2(b2, A, M) but tp& h 6i, A, M) # tp& h h2, A, M).
1.11. Definition. (1) M is (A, AI, A2)-nice if Sp,,,&M) = 0/D,.
(2)ZEK: is 1ocaZly (A, bs, bs)-nice [focaZZy (<A, bs)-stable] if for every
q e I- P’,, (St%(V), 9 is (A, bs, bs)-nice [(<A, bs)-stable] and (* *) of 1.7
holds.
(3) M is (4, A)-stable if for every A E IMI of power 4
A, M):d

3L> ]{tp&

E lMl}l.

2. Regular cardinals
2.1. Assumption.

Let A be a fixed uncountable

regular cardinal (for this section).
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Let Dn be the filter generated by the closed unbounded subsets of 1. Let L G L’,
c$,, (n < w), @ be as in the conclusion of 1.3 and assume A > ILII.
2.2. Definition. For Z E K,“: of power A, we define a set S = S(Z) c h modulo DA
(so formalistically, S(Z) belongs to 9’(A)lDn).
For any A-representation Z = (Z, : (Y < A) of Z let S(Z) = {6 < A : 6 a limit ordinal
andforsomerIEPL,
(7 rn:n<o}cZ6butfornoa<8,
{r] rn:n<~}~Z,}.
By the following fact S(Z) is determined

by Z, modulo DA.

2.3. Fact. (1) The function of S is DA-invariant.
for
(2) Zf Ze K: is locally A-nice, then Sp(Z) = S(Z). Moreover,
representation Z of Z, Sp(Z) = S(f) provided
that for q E Z - P’,,
Sp((SUC~(n)flZ,+i:i<~))=O.

any Aq E Z,,

2.3A. Remark. Almost nothing changes if we replace S by S’, S’(Z) = {S < il: 6
a limit ordinal and for some n E P’,, {q ~n:n<w}cZ,
but 77$Z6} and restrict
ourselves to (4, bs)-stable 1.
2.4. Theorem. (1) Zf Z, J E Kg have power A, A regular >K, and Z, J are locally
(A, bs, bs)-nice, (<A, bs)-stable and EM(Z, @), EM(J, @) are isomorphic, then
S(Z)/Dn = S(J)/&.
(2) Zf Z, J E K,” h ave power A, are locally (A, bs, bs)-nice, (-4, bs)-stable and
there is an embedding of EM(Z, @) into EM(J, @) preserving the formulas &,l#,,
(for n < o), then S(Z) G S(J) mod DA.
Remark. (1) This is like [5, Ch.V.III2.1,2.2].
(2) Really “Z,J are (4
bs)-stable” can be weakened
(4, bs)-stable”.

to “Z,J are locally

Proof. As III = A > X0 and Z is locally A-nice and (<A, bs)-stable there is
Z= (Z,:a<il),
such that
(i) 1 is a A-representation of 1.
(ii) If rl E Z,, Y E Z, Y < 7, then Y E Z,.
(iii) If n E Z,, a < 6 <A, 6 limit, Y E Suc,(t,i), then tpbs(v, Z,, I) does not
(bs, bs)-split over I, for some /3 < 6, i.e., for some p, a < /3 < 6 and one of the
following holds:
(a) (vo E Suc&))] o < 9 e (30 E SUQ(~Z))(~< (3’ < n)] or
(b) (Vo E Suc,,(n))[o > rl e W’ E Suc&))(o
> o’ > rl)].
Similarly for J there is a sequence (J, : (Y < A). Suppose f is a function from
EM(J, @) into EM(J, @) preserving the formulas #,, l$,, for n < CO.
For
a
sequence
ti = (ao, . . . , a,_,)
from
EM(Z, @) let f(a) =
For rl E Z let f (Cs,) = fq(VV) (i.e., fq is a finite sequence of
(f (a& . . . , f (a,_,)).
terms in the vocabulary EM1(J, @), T7 a finite sequence of elements of J).
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Let

CO= (6 < 3L:6 is limit, and (Vq E Z)(q E Za e vq s.Z,},
C1= (6 E Co: (Va < S)(Vrl E Z,)(VPl E Suc,(rl))(%
E Suc&?))]%,
realize the same atomic type over Z,]},
C = {6 E C, : Cl n 6 has order type S}.
Clearly CO, C1, C are closed unbounded
(*)
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VP,

subsets of 3L.So it suffices to prove

s((za : a < A)>n c c s((Ja: a < A)).

So suppose 6 E S((Za : a < A)) fl C - S((Ja : a, < A)) and we shall eventually
derive a contradiction. As 6 E S(( Z, : (Y< A)) there is q E I, ZkZ’,(q), and for
n<~,
r,r rnEZ8butfornoa<6,
{q ln:n<~}~Z,.
Now for each I -=clg(Pq) there are cq < 6, aI E Z,+r and m, s o such that:

(a)
(P)
(y)
(a)

(v’,) 1 ml EJ,,.
If ml < lg(dJ, then (v!,) 1 (m + 1) $4~
If ml < lg(y’,), then
(Vo E Suc~,(yfi 1 mJ)[ a<vfi r (m+l) e (3a’EJ,,)(Yf,

1 (n+l)>o’>a).

or
(b) (Va E Suq,(~fi r m,))[o> vf, r (m + 1) @ (Ia E.Z,,)(Y~,1 (n + l)< u’ <a).
Let a! = Max{&/ + 1: I < lg(?,,)}, so (Y< 6. As 6 E C, 6 rl C1 has order type 6,
sowecanfind&yEC,,
ct</I<y<G,
and

/J”

rnez,3

rl b+?l.

Let IZ< w be maximal such that q 1n E Zp(exists by the choice of r,r).
Let p1 = r,r r (n f 1). We shall prove:
(*) There is P~EZ~-Z~, Z~(P~<P,)A(P,
rn=~zrn),
lg(p,)=n+l
that TP1= f,, and (in .Z) vjpl, YP2realize the same atomic type over Yq.

such

This suffices as then
but
EM(Z, @) b k+,@,,
so we get contradiction

$,) A l&+4%>

to the property

tip,)

of the function f.

Proof of ( * ). By the choice of CE(and the q’s) and as (.Z, : CY< A) satisfies (iii), it

is enough that G,,,, YPz satisfy the same atomic type over .Z,. This is possible as
p, y E Ci (see its definition).
2.5. Remarks.

(1) See more (particularly on singular A) in [6].
(2) From the isomorphism type of M = EM(Z, @) we can reconstruct S(Z):
using @ as a parameter: trivially (as S(J) for every J such that EM(.Z, @) = M).
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But the use of Qi is not necessary as also: S(J) for every J such that for some @’
(corresponding to a vocabulary L;, IL;1 < A) M = EM(.Z, 9’).
A more direct definition is the minimal S/D,, such that there is ( EA :A E M
finite) such that each EA is an equivalence relation on the family of finite
sequences from M with <A equivalence classes and
S = {6 < )L: 6 limit of cofinality HO,and for some iz E M,
for every finite A E M6, there are 6, E E MOwhich are
E,-equivalent : tp(6, A U 6, M) # tp(Z, A U ci,M)}.
Alternatively:
the maximal S such that for some expansion M1 of M (of
vocabulary of power <A), M1 is (<A, &)-stable and (A - S, Li, L)-nice.
See more on this in 2.11.
(3) In 2.4 we actually prove: if Z E Kg, then Z is (<A, bs)-stable and locally
(A, bs, bs)-nice.
(4) The proof in Section 2 can be made more similar to the one in Section 3,
building the Jn’s by hence-and-forth argument, but less explicitly.
2.6. Definition. (1) For Z,.ZE K,“;‘, Z z J means Z is a submodel of J hence
necessarily Y E J, Y C 9, 17E Z imply Y E 1.
(2) For Z,J E K& Z ~~ J (I a closed submodel of J) means Z c J and (7~E P’,,
{?j rn:n<o}Ez
* ?ZEZ).
(3) For Z,J E Kg, we say f is an embedding [closed embedding] of Z onto J if it
is an isomorphism from Z onto some I’ G J [Z’ cc J].
2.7. Claim. (1) Kg has the amalgamation property for closed embeddings.
(2) Zf fi is a closed embedding of ZOinto Z,for I= 1,2, then we can find J and
closed embeddings gl of Z, into J (for I = 1,2) such that glfi =g2f2. Moreover
llJ]l 6 lIZOIl
+ ]lZI]], J = gl(ZI) U g2(Z2) and iffy is the identity on IOwe can choose g,
as the identity (on II).

Proof. Left to the reader.
2.8. Claim. Suppose J,Z E Kg have power A, Z c J and there is a function h such
that:
(a) The domain of h is Z’$ - P’,,
(b) For every q E Dam(h), h(q) C q
(c) For every Y E J, the set {r~ E Dam(h): h(q) = Y} has power <A.
Then S(Z) = S(J) (mod DA).

Proof. Let J = (.Zj: i < A) represent J. We define a function g from J - P’, into 3L:
g(v) is the first ordinal LY< A such that {q E Dam(h): h(q) = Y} c J,.
Now a exists as il is regular and the set above has power <J. by (c) of the
claim. Now define C = (6 <3L: S limit and for every Y E J6, g(y) < S}. As A is
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into Iz, C is a closed

As (I fI .Z, : a < A) is a representation of Z this is enough for showing S(Z) = S(J).
The inclusion 2 is trivial. For the other direction suppose 6 E C fl S( (.Z, : a <
A)).Soforsomeq~&
{q rn:n<w}c.Z6butforcu<6,
{r] fn:n<c~}&.Z,.
Zf r] $ I, then n E Dam(h), now h(q) E {q r n :n < w} (as h(n) Cq), hence
h(q) E J6, which implies g(h(n)) < 6, but then q E .Zg(h(q))G .Z6, contradiction. So
FEZ, hence (as Zc.Z), {T,Irn:n<o}~Z,
hence {q rn:n<w}GZn.Z6.
So 9
witnesses 6 E S( (I rl .Z, : a < A)), but trivially S E C. So we have proved the
second inclusion hence the claim.
2.9. Lemma. Suppose Z, EKE,

IZ,] = A for LX< A. Then we can define J, E KE

(a < A) such that:

IJA= 4 L zc J,.
(b) Wol)= S(Jcx).
(c) For a,/3 <A Ja=x+Jg.
(a)

(d) Zf each Z, is [locally] (<A, bs)-stable, then so is each J,
(e) Zf each Z, is locally (A, bs, bs)-nice, then so is each J,.

Notation.

For J E Kg let (J)‘=‘”= IU,,,

p’,].

Proof. Without loss of generality the models Z, have pairwise disjoint universes.
Subfact. There

are a linear order M,, and functions HI, Hz from
Ua4 (Z,)““, {a : a: s A} respectively such that:
( * ) Zf a, b E MO, then for some automorphism g =go,b of M,,,

MO onto

(A) da) = b,
03 WCEMcdcf a 3 HI(C)= f&k(c)) * Hz(c)= H&(c))l,
(C) M,, is (<A., bs)-stable,
(D) M,, is (A., bs, bs)-nice,
A, the set {c EM,,: H,(c) =x, H,(c) = a} is a
(E) for every x E Untl ILlfin, CYG
dense subset of MO.

Proof of the Subfact. We want to apply A3 of the Appendix. So let p1 = y, = A+,
to A (see Al of the Appendix), J(O) = 0, and
g, = g, is a function from A to Reg(A+), gr(Ly) is (Y if a E Reg(A+), gr(a) = KO
otherwise. Let x1 = x2 = KO, and choose (MI, Pm),,* E K,,,,, (exists by A3 of the
Appendix). Let MO= MI 1 lJ{P, . a < A, LY$ Reg(n’)). Now define H,, H2 such
that for each (Y< A, HI r P,, H2 r P, are constant (and (E) holds).
Let H3: M+ A be defined by: H,(a) = (Y ~3 H,(q) E I,.

fi = f2 is a function from Reg(h+)
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Let M = {(a, rl) : a E M,,, q E UuCA (I, - P?)}

be ordered by:

(al, r11)(a2, r/*)
%EZq,

n<m

iff i&La64
or 4 =a2,
a1<a20ra1=a2,
qIEPfP, q2EP$,
or rZ1,n2EPff, a, = a2 and in Z,, T,QCh r,r2.
rl2EZcx,,

Let Z%((a, rl)) = a, for Z= I, 2, 3 *((a, rl)) = H,(a), Z&((a, rl)) = 17.
Let for a C A, ctnl E M,, be such that ZZ,(ct”]) = the C-minimal element of Z,
and ZZ2(ct”1)= A. and for cxC A, y ~1, cp] EZ$ be such that H~(c~~) =Z&(@),
ZZ,(c~l) = y, and w.1.o.g. cpl = ctal.
Let (Za,E: 5 < A) be a A-representation of Z, for each a C A. Now we shall
define for each (Y,.Z,:
J, Sffo>~ u {9 : 77E 24, and for some
m,Cw,cu,sA,
Yq-< A and ptl E Pf$q) (where a(n) = E7):
(i) (Vl)[m, C I < 0 * H2(rl(O)
= Yql9
(ii) (VZ)[m, G 1 < 0 * fb(rl(O) = %I,
(iii) if yq<A, thenp,, EU{Z+,E:E< Y,>?
(iv) if ytl = A, then m, = 0, aq = a,
(v) (W)[m, S I < 04
q(l) = (ceCs)l, pq r (I + l))]}.
We shall identify r] E Pfp (n SW) with (t’,:l<n)

where tf,= (d&I, q rl).

Note:

(* *)1 If Y, r~E .Z,, 1 C lg(n), 1 s lg(v), then
(v(m):m<l)“(~(m):Z~m<lg(~))
belongs to.Z,.
(* *)2 For au,P C 4 Z, 1(U,,, ti) = Jp 1(U,,, fi).
(**)3 IfnEp;,
y,CA, cuCAand/?CA,
thenrZEP$;.

Now we should prove that .Z, (a CA) are as required.
Proof of (a). Clearly l.Zal2 IA41= A and lJnl s C,,, 1lMll” + C {&I : r E “‘M,
y = ZZ,(q 1 I))} s A.hence lJal = A.
It is also clear (by the identification after the definition of J,) that Z, E.Z@,and
looking more carefully that Z, s,Z,.
Proof of (b). We define a function h, with domain p! - Pb. Now, if n E Z% P& then ytl <A (see (iv) in the definition of .Z,).

Defined h,(q) = rl 1 (m, + 1). By the previous sentence for every
({q :/i,(q) = hlY(r]O)}ls (.Z’y,Y,,OI
CA. Hence by 2.8, S(L) = S(L) (mod DA).

qo,

Proof of (c). Let LY< p c A. We define below a family 3;,,, of partial isomorphisms from J, into J,:

f E OCR,,iff (a) f is a partial isomorphism from .Z, into .Z,, the
C-minimal element of .Z, in its domain,
(b) if 7 E Dam(f), 1 s lg(n), then TI r I E Dam(f),
(c) if rl E Dom(f1, I< lg(q), thenSuc~_(rl
r I) E Dom(f),
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scJa,

(e) like (b), (c), (d) replacing (Y,f by /&f-l.
Now, by 1.4, 9,,, exemplify that .Z, =+.ZB.
It is nonempty as the function f, Dam(f) = P$, Rang(f) = P$ (it exists and is
unique) belongs to it. Also condition (a) of Theorem 1.4(l) is satisfied. The
proofs of conditions (b) and (c) are in fact identical, so we shall prove (b) only.
Let f E 9,,,, A G J,, be such that (A( <A, W.1.o.g. A is closed under initial
segments and if Y E J, - P$, and {v(Z) : 1~ lg(v)} c {p(Z) : p E A, 1~ lg(p)}, then
Y E A. W.1.o.g. A is closed, weakening “[AI < Iz” to “IA - P2I < 3L”.
As il is regular, by the choice of (Zru,5:5 < 12) for some y < A:
AnZ,c_Z,,,
Let

r

B gf (77 1: v E A, 9 $ Dom(f ), q

r l E Dam(f),

17

r (1+1)$Dom(f

)}

and for q E B, let

We now define by induction
[YEA;,

Y PICA,

3

on k < w, At c A,,, increasing in k, such that

Y IlEA;].

AO,= (~1,
A p+’ = AT U {Y E A, : for some Y’ E Z, and 1, lg(v) = lg( v’),
Y rlEA7,
y

r (l+1)foq,

(VrTz)[l s m <
2k+2

4

=

A2k+’
v

u {Y E A, : for
(Vm)[l

lg(v) - 1 + Y(1) = V’(l)]},
some 1~ lg(v), Y r 1 E A$+l, and
lg(v) - 1 + ZZ2(q(l)) < A]}.

s m <

Let Ak = (Dom f) U {Ak, : 17E B}. Note that each Ak satisfies:
((u) if q cAk, 1 <lg(q), then SucJJv 11) GAG,
(P) Ak cc J,,
(I’) Uk<w Ak GcJw

We now define by induction on k < IN, fk such that
(6) fk E 9,,,,
Dom(fk)
= Ak,
(&)

fo

=f,

.h

Efk+l*

Suppose fk is defined. Let
& gf {7~E Ak : SUQ(?I) n Ak = 0)
and for r] E Bk, let
A,*={vEAk+l:rj~Y}.
It is enough to define f k+l r AZ for each r] E &.
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Case 1: k is odd. We define for VEAL
fk+4v)

=fk(rl)h(~(m):lg(rl)~m<lg(y)).

Case 2: k is even. Let
A:* = {r]} U {Y: Y EA:,

and SUC~JY)nAz #a}.

Note that [v CA:*, lg(n) G I< lg(v) 3 v 1 I CA:*].
(A), (B) above. We define fk+l r A,** by
fIC+r(v) =fk(n)”

Let g = g,ra~,+ be as in (*),

((g(Z%(v(Z)))9 Z&(y(Z))) :lg(rl) =GZ<lg(y)).

We leave the inspection that fk+r E 9,,,

and that IJkCwfk E 9a,B to the reader.

Proof of (d). Assume each Z, is locally (4, bs)-stable.
As MO is (-4, bs)-stable, (by (c)) and for every Ly< 3L, n E I,, (Sue,*(n), <) is
(-4, bs)-stable (by the previous sentence), clearly M is (h, bs)-stable. But for
n E .Z,, a < A, (Sur+(q), <) = M hence (for (Y< 3c).Z, is locally (CL., bs)-stable.
Next, suppose each Z, is (-4, bs)-stable. By the previous paragraph .Z, is locally
(<A, bs)-stable. Let cz< 3L,A sJn, IAl < I. and m < w, and we want to show that
ISb”,(A, M)I <A. Clearly ISz(A, M){ s ($,(A, M)(” + X0, so without loss of generality m = 1.
As we can increase A (as long as A GJ, A IAl < A) without loss of generality
(% E A)[A~~r~(~)rl

I[ E4

[v EDomh,

nA,

(*)

Now Z, is (4,

and
h,(q)

= v =3 q EA].

bs)-stable, hence

l{tp,Jb> A, &):h

EZ,}I G

I{@&

< ({tp&b,

A n&x, J,):b EL)I
A nZ,, Z,):b

EZ~}) <Iz.

On the other hand by ( * )
({tpbs(b,A,J,):bEJ,-Z,}Ic)A)+X,<h.

Together we get J, (<A, bs)-stable.
Proof of (e). Suppose Z, is locally (A, bs, bs)-nice. So for (Y< h, n E (Za)‘n,
(SucIp(n), <) is (A, bs, bs)-nice, as also MO is (A, bs, bs)-nice (by (b) clearly M is
(A, bs, bs)-stable). So .Z, is locally (A, bs, bs)-stable.
2.10. Theorem. There are 2” pairwise non-isomorphic L+-equivalent
models of
the form EM(Z, @), (I E Kc). In fact, we can get that no one is embeddable into
another by an embedding preserving

&,, T&.

2.10A. Remark. (1) In fact we have
equivalent,
(2) Remember, we are assuming 2.1.

expansions

which

are pairwise

L_,*-
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Proof. Let

S, c (6 < rZ,cf 6 = HO} be pairwise disjoint stationary sets. For
S,, let r/6 be an increasing w-sequence converging to S. Let Z, =
ScU a<A
(,<A U {q6 : 6 E S,}). Clearly S(Z,) = Se/D,, Z, E Kg, Z, is (<A, bs)-stable and Z,
is locally (J., bs, bs)-nice.
Apply the previous lemma and get .Z, ((u < A) such that J, E K& lJal = A; the J,
are pairwise L,,A- equivalent, S(J,) = S(Za) = S,/D,,
each J, is (<A, bs)-stable
and locally (A, bs, bs)-nice. So clearly the J,‘s are pairwise non-isomorphic. By
1.5 the models EM(@, I,) (for (Y< A) are pairwise L,,A-equivalent and by 2.4
they are pairwise non-isomorphic. But we want 2* such models not only il. So
without loss of generality each J, is standard.
For any set A E A, IA( = A, let us define JA, a standard member of KE. Its set of
elements: { ( )} U {(a) h 7, 7 E J,, a E A}. The models JA (A c A, IAl = il) are in
KE of power A. They are pairwise L+- equivalent by the Feferman-Vaught
theorem. Clearly S(J,) is the union in 9(n)/D* of S,/D, (a, E A). So if y E A,
y $ B, then S, n S(J,) =0/D*
but S,/D, sS(J,).
As S, is stationary S(J,) #

S(Jd.
Remark. We made no use of il = Ach though in Theorem 1.4 we speak about ‘for
every A c J,, JAI < Iz’, as there is a ‘cover’ of power 3L,i.e., ‘of small power’ was
replaced by ‘bounded’.
For singular cardinals the situation is more complicated.
2.11. Discussion. There are, of course, various alternatives to the invariants
defined in 2.5(2). Let for simplicity 3, > X1+ IT11 be regular. Let A =
{&(.?, j$,) :n < o}, m(0) = lg(_?) be as in 1.3.
2.1lA.

Definition. Let for a &representation
F:,,(M)

i@,

= {6 < h : cf 6 = HO, and for every ti E m IMI, every countable
subset of tpd(& i&) is realized in M,}.

Clearly
2.11B. Fact. Fz,& is a Dn-invariant.
We would like to have
(*)

F$z)(EM(Z,

@) = S(Z)

and even
( * *)

; Z%,,((EM(Z, a)) = S(Z).

2.11C. Fact. For ( * ) and ( * * ) to hold, it is enough to demand:
(a) (II = A, Z is (4, bs)-stable.
(b) For every q E P’,, n < o, there is Y E P’,, 7 CY.
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(c) Every interval of ((Sue,(q),

<) is uncountable.

(d) T = Th(EM(Z, @)) is stable.
For understanding
see [S, VII 3.21.
2.11D. Conclusion.
superstable,

the proof in the direction

((a) + (b) + (c) = (d)) + ( * *)),

If h > K1 + 1T1j is regular, T c T,, T (complete) stable but not
: M E PC(T,, T)} zk P(n)/&.

then {F&,(M)

2.llE. Fact. In 2.11C if we are satisfied with ( *) only, we cun weaken (d) to:
(d)’ For n -=cCO,J E Kg, M = EM(J, @) there is no A, SyG”C,,,j (A, M) > (IAl +
I @I). Equivalently:

(d)’ For n < CO,J E Kg there are no a,, 6, (a < I@[‘) such that EM(Z, @) k
&JL &31ifl a>P.
2.11F. Remark.
proper for K,,

Now 2.11D is interesting

as, if (d)’ fails, then for some a1

{EM’@, 0’) :J E K,,} E {EM’(Z, @) :I E Kg}
and for tl, t2eJeKo,
EM(J, @“) L #[ti,,, ti$

iff

J l=tl < t2

where @(xlyl, X&) = #,&, yZ) for some n. Now for EM(J, @‘) we can apply
[5, VIII 3.11 (its proof, more exactly) to get a reasonable invariant.
2.116. Definition. For a A-representation
a set of L-formulas, m < w let

M = (Mi : i < A) of an L-Model M, A

F~,,(~)={6<A:ifforcu<w1,6,~“Mandp=Av,((ti,,a<w,),
M,, M) is a complete (A, m)-type, then
P / MO U U,<m, 6, is lealized in M}.
2.11H. Fact. For a A.> IT11regular, T c T,, T unstable
(

;

F%,{,,(M)

:M E PWi,

T),

IIMII = A>

is L?‘(A)/& (we cun for il > I T,I+ use F&J.
3. The strong limit case
Let A be a strong limit singular cardinal of uncountable cojinality.
There are I, E K,“: ((Y < 2’) such that

3.1. Theorem.
(1)

ILI = A.
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zn=+zp.

(3) Zf L c L1, #Jn (n < w), @ are as in the conclusion of 1.3, then the models
EM(Z,, @), cr < 2”, are pairwise non-isomorphic.
Remark. We can get “no one embeddable into another (by an embedding
preserving @,, l&J’ if we act as in [6, Theorem 2.6(l), case B].
Proof. Let K = cf(n), 3, = CIcK A-i,Ai increasing continuous,
A, = h. We first show

K < Ai, 2*‘< Iz,+i. Let

3.2. Claim. There is a linear order M, such that
(4

IlMll = A.

(b) For every A G M, IAl < A, p < A, there are automorphisms fm(a < p) of M
such that f L(A) II f;(A) = 0 for a! # p.
(c) For p <A, in the set {A :A G M, IAl c ,u} there are <2”+“-equivalence
classes for EM where AEMB iff some automorphism f of M, f(A)

= B.

Proof. Let for each i < K, A$ be a dense strongly 3c’-homogeneous linear order
(i.e., if A,B L iVi, (Al, (BI G 3Li,f an isomorphism from Mi 1A onto Ni 1 B, then f
can be extended to an automorphism of Ni). We further assume ]]Z$]]= 2”‘.
Choose ui E Ni. We shall now define M: its set of elements is
f : f E fl Ni, and for all but finitely many i, f(i) = ai

{

.

I

i<K

The order is the lexicographic order f <g a (3i)[f (i) <g(i) A f 1 i = g r i].
It is easy to check that lM( 6 Z {ITi,, Ai: a finite subset of K} c A S CicK Ai S
llM[l = A, i.e., (a) holds.
Let us prove (b). Choose i such that IAl + p < Izi, define B = {q(i): T,JE A}. SO
B is a subset of Ni. It is easy to find automorphisms g, of Ni for i < p such that
(g,(B) : a < p) are pairwise disjoint (e.g., as we can prove Ni is AT-saturated and
IB( G (A( < &).
Now we define the automorphisms

domain

K,

fa of M: for q E M, fn(q)

is a function with

defined by

fn(rl)W
=

v(j)

(g=(q(j))

if j # i,
ifj = 1.

It is easy to check that fa is an automorphism of M, and fn(A) ((u < p) are
pairwise disjoint.
We are left with (c). Again choose i < K such that p + IAl < Ai. For every
A G M define:
A(‘) = {q(i) : q E A}

(which is &).
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It is easy to see that:
( * ) If AI, A2 5 M, f an order preserving function from AI onto AZ, and for
each i < K there is an automorphism hj of Nj, hj(aj) = Uj and (Vq E A,)[hj(q(j))
=
(f(q))(j)],
then we can extend f to an automorphism of M.
The extension f’ is simple
(f’(rl))(i)

= hi(rl).

From ( *) (c) is clear (as each Ni is strongly Af-homogeneous,

]]Nil] = 29.

3.3. Claim. For M from 3.2 we can find Mi (i < K), Mi increasing continuous, for
G&+~, then for some
i non-limit llMill = 2”+‘, and if A, EM for CU<&, [AmyI
automorphisms fa of M, fn(Aa) E Mi+l,
[a f B Jfe(An)

nfs(As)

=

01.

Proof. Immediate.
3.4. Detinition. Z E Kg is called cl-special if:
(a) Z = Ui<K
4, 4 increasing continuous, (Ii] < 2*i+1,and Zi~~ I.
(Suq(v),
< 1 Suq(q))
is isomorphic to M (from
(b) For every n E P’, -P’,,
Claim 3.2) and let f’, be an isomorphism from M onto (SUC,(~Z),< 1 Sucl(n)).
(c) If rl E 4, then f ‘, maps Mj onto SUC,(~) n 4 (Mj from 3.3).
(d) If q Eli -Uj<iIj, i successor, .ZE {Y : Y a sequence of length SW, for
l< Min({lg(n), lg(v)}, v(Z) = q(Z) and for lg(r]) <I< lg(v), v(Z) E M}, .Z closed
under initial segments and has power G$, then there is a function g =g”, from .Z
into Zi, such that
(i) lg(g(v)) = lg(v) for v EJ,
(ii) g preserve C,
(iii) the range of g is a closed subset of 4,
(iv) g(n) = rl,
(v) if n < Y E .Z, lg(v) < w, then for some automorphism

h of M, for every

vh (c> EJ (so c EM) (g(v” (c)) =f:cv, (h(c)).
3.5. Claim. Zf P, I’ are cl-special of power A, then P=m,nZ’.
Proof. Let Z’ = Ui<K Zf as in the definition. Let 9 be the set of functions f such
that:
(1) P rDomfscP
(hence YCV ~Domf 3 veDomf).
(2) I’ r Rangfc,Z’.
(3) f : P-, I’ is a partial isomorphism.
(4) If rl E Pfp and (3~ eDomf)[rl<v],
then {Y E Pfp,l:qC~}
cDomf.
(5) If q E PC, (3~ E Rangf)[n C Y], then {Y E PC+,: q KY} E Rangf.
(6) The power of { 7 : 7 E Dom f, not C-maximal in Dom f } is <A.
Why is 9 as required?

By the definition of cl-special.
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3.6. Construction. We define by induction on i s K, for every function A from Ai
to (0, l} (so really it is a set) a model IA E Kg and functions fq (r] E IA - P2) such
that:
(1) Z, has power ~2*~ (if A :I++ (0, I}).
IA 15~cZA.
(2) ForjCi,
ft
is
an
isomorphism
from Mi onto (Su~+~(n), C r SucIA(q)).
(3)
For
j
C
i,
ft”“jG
f:
(if
n e Zannj - P+,
of course).
(4)
For
i
successor,
condition
(d)
of
Definition
3.4 is satisfied.
(5)
(6) If i is limit of uncountable cofinality, then (when A : Ai+ (0,1))

ZA= MA,,.
j-3

(7) If i is limit (A E An2),then ft = U {f$“% j < i, q E IA 1A,}.
(8) If i = 6 with cf(6) = X0, then: for every @, L E L1, qb,(x, jQ (n < w) as in
1.3, ILlI<&; and A,B:&-,2,A#B
and a subtree .Z of la with splitting in the
n-th level being )L”, C,,, A” = Ai and a function F from lJ (6, : q E J} into
EM(Z,, @) then there is an o-branch 11of .Z such that: {&(x, a, rn) :IZ< w} is
realized in EM(J,, @) iff {&(x, F(Gi, I ,)), n < w} is not realized in EM(Z,, @).
3.7. Why does this guarantee non-isomorphism? Suppose A, B : A-, 2, A #
Let h(q) = Min{i C K : F(ti,) E EM(.Z,,,,, @)}.
BF : EM(Z,, @) + EM(Z,, a).
The result follows by [6,2.4].
Theorem. If il= Ci<K Ai, K
h

: ,‘#I

-*K,

J c urn,,
r] EJ.

= cf k C Ai C ki C )Lfor i < A, iii increasing continuous,
thenforaclubofd<K,
ifcf6=NOtherearei,,<6,
6=u,,,i,,,
II,<, A,,, the splitting of J in the (n + 1)th level is 3Li,and h(q) < 6 for

3.8. How to do the construction for demand (8). We list
Ko We define by induction
A, B, &, @, F by a list of length 2As- ks.

all possible
on ZjC A$ a

set 4 of obligations of power GEE]+ K,, each of the form:
For some A:&+2
and w-branch q=(t~~:fCw)
of LJj<~Z~~j (i.e., v!E~)
(n[: I C o) has [or does not have] a C-upper bound in Z, where (Vj C 6)
(3Z)(n1 $ zA 1j).
The definition of ZE+l takes care of (8) for AE, BE, LE, $5, (L’)E, GE, FE, J5,
and JE has A? o-branches, so one of them (11;: 1-c 0) was not mentioned in Ts
and (Vj C 6)(3Z)[& 4 JA I A,].
If for some definition of ZB5 compatible with Z”, {r#&r, F(a,$) :f < o} is
realized, by adding finitely many positive obligations of ZBswe can guarantee this,
and by adding “( &:I < w) has no C-bound
in IAS)’ we guarantee
“{&(x, Q,,$ : I< o} is not realized in EM(ZAs, @)“.
hasa C-boundinz,,}.
This
If there is no such JB, let Zs+l = r 5 U{(r&:l<o)
guarantees (8).
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3.9. There are no problem

in other defznitions.

Appendix: on unique linear orders
Al. Context. A, pI, p2 are cardinals such that A+ = Max {pl, pz}. For I= 1, 2, fi
(infinite cardinal)} intO A, g, iS a
is a function from Reg(& = {K : K < ,ur a regdar
function from A onto Reg@J such that g&i(~)) = K for K E Reg(& and [(Y# /!l,
g!(a) = gr(P) * &(a) = w
Let for a linear order M = (A, <), M* = (A, >), i.e., its inverse.
A2. Definition. K = K(& pl, y,, fi, f2, g,, g2) is the family of models (M, Pa)or<A
such that:
(i) M is a linear order.
(ii) M is the union of X0 scattered subsets.
(iii) Each P, is a dense subset of M.
(iv) (P, : a < A) is a partition of M.
(v) Every increasing sequence in M has length <pr, but in every open interval
there are increasing sequences of any length <pl.
(vi) Every decreasing sequence in M has length <p2 but in every open interval
there are decreasing sequences of any length <p2.
(vii) If (ai : i < K ) is an increasing bounded sequence in M, X0 < K E Reg(pi),
then for some club C of K, for 6 E C U {K}, {ai : i < 6} has a least upper bound
which belongs to Pficcf6).
(viii) If ( ai : i < K) is a decreasing bounded sequence in M, X,, < K E Reg(p2),
then for some club C of K, for 6 E C U {K}, {ai : i < b} has a least upper bound
which belongs to Pf,ccfgj.
(ix) If x E P,, then cf({y E M:y <x}, <) =gl(cu) and cf({y E M:y >x}, >) =
gz(ff).

A2’. Definition. For x1, x2 (infinite) cardinals 4.,

Kxl,xz = K(A, pl, pl, fit fi,

gl, g2, XI, x2) iS the family Of (M, Pa)a<A.E K, cf(M) =x1,

cf(M*) =x2.

A3. Claim. For every regular xl < ,ur, K,,,,, # 0.
Proof. We define by induction on TZ< o, (M”, P&n
such that:
(i) (M”, P”&
is a submodel of (M”+l, Pz+l),<l.
(ii) M” is scattered, and every interval contains a jump.
(iii) (M”, K&A satisfies from Definition 2: (i), (ii), (iv), first half of (v), first
half of (vi), and (vii), (viii).
(iv) If x E P”, has no immediate predecessor, then cf(M” r {y E M :y <x}) =
gI(a)(v) If x E P”, has no immediate
gz(a).

successor, then cf((M” 1 {y E M : y > cc})*) =
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(vi) cf(M”) =x1, cf((M”)*) =x2.
(vii) If x l Mn+l -M”,thenforsomey,z~M”:y<x<z,l(3t~M”)y<t<z.
(viii) For every y < z in M” : Aa Pt+’ fl (j, z)~“+* # 0, in (y, z)~“+* there are
increasing sequences of any length <pi, in (y, z)~“+* there are decreasing
sequences of any length <p2.
(ix) cf(MO) = x1, cf((M’)*) =x2 (note that p1 = A+ or p2 = A’).
There is no problem in this and (U, M”, IJ, Pz))ly,A is as required.
Remark. Really xl G p: is o.k. if in (v), (vi) of A2 we speak about sequences in
some interval, and allow K = pi in (vii), (viii). We can complicate fi and (vii),
(viii).
A4

Claim. Every two members of K,,,,,

are isomorphic.

Proof. Like [2,3.3].
A5

Claim. Every M E K is (A, bs, bs)-nice and (<A, bs)-stable.

Proof.

As in [12, 36, mainly ‘crucial fact’ of p. 2171.

~6. Claim. (1) Zf

(A, <, Pnh

EK

S c A,

N =

then N is (<A, bs)-stable and (A., bs, bs)-nice.
P&ES>

(UaeSf’,,
< 1LLsC)~

(2) If (M, P,),<A E K, x,y E M, gl(x) = g2(y), g2(x) = g2(y), then there is an
automorphism F of M, F(x) = y, (Vz E M)[z fx + //= P,(Z) = P&F(z))].
Proof. Check.
A7. Remark. In Al we can change fi as follows: Domf, = A, J(a) is a function
from g/(a) to A when g!(m) > No (undefined otherwise) such that
(*) if cr,/3<& o =Z6 <g&I), [J(p)](S) = (Y, then g!(a) = cf(S); moreover, if
in addition cf(6) > Ho, then for some increasing continuous h : g,(m)+ 6,
6 = sup Rang h

and

{r<&(a):

Efi(@)l(u)
= [fi(P)l(h(r))I EDg,~(l~-

Then in Definition A2, we replace (vii) by (vii)‘: if (ai: i < K) is an increasing
sequence in M, which is bounded, then for some club C of K, for every
S E C U {K}, {ai : i < S} has a least upper bound bs and for 6 < K it belongs to
P Ifr(K)l(sP

Similarly we can change (viii).
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